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A dominant theme across mainstream energy research and policy is that rational occupants 
will linearly reduce their energy usage if supplied with a correctly designed technology. 
Indeed this is epitomised by the UK Building Regulations and its 2016 zero carbon standard. 
Passivhaus is an example of such a technological ‘fix’, which is now demanded by many 
Building Regulations across Europe. Passivhaus is required for all new public buildings in 
Frankfurt, Freiburg, Munich and parts of Austria, and as of this year all new German housing. 
It will soon be the minimum standard for new Danish housing (2020) as well as all new 
buildings in Brussels (2015), Finland (2015), Norway (2017), Germany (2020) and Austria 
(2020). Chris Huhne, the former UK Secretary of State for Energy and Climate, also stated 
that he “would like to see every new home in the UK reach the standard” (DECC 2010). 
Passivhaus is thus set to be a key contributor to Europe’s future housing stock. 
 
Passivhaus is a voluntary energy efficiency standard originating in Germany.  It dramatically 
minimises heating-related energy consumption through very high insulation and airtightness. 
Occupants must live differently as homes warm ‘passively’ from solar gain and general living 
(i.e. designed to be heated by practices). For example, residents reported it to be particularly 
warm after having the oven on for long periods, vacuuming, or using a hairdryer. By 
focussing on energy demand, rather than supply, Passivhaus homes are meant to be easier to 
use due to less confusing ‘eco-bling’. Instead of gas central heating, which dominates UK 
homes, solar water heating and mechanical ventilation with heat recovery are usually 
employed.  
 
Since few UK Passivhaus dwellings exist, the standard provides a sufficiently innovative 
technological configuration to challenge the everyday routines and habits of its occupants. 
Using social practice theory, the handover period for a 14-dwelling UK Passivhaus 
development was investigated to help understand the implications of radically different 
technological configurations on practices. Attention was given to energy consuming practices 
that largely link to temperature regulation, since that is what Passivhaus inherently addresses. 
The handover period (two months before to six months after move-in) is especially insightful 
as it represents exactly when residents are first exposed to that specific technological change. 
In investigating this, interdisciplinary analyses employed: detailed building monitoring; 
participant observation; recorded resident-led household tours; and semi-structured interview 
data. 
 
Investigating ‘practice-as-performances’ (Schatzki, 1996) can draw one towards individuals 
and behaviours, requiring a conscious effort to be made to revert back to practices (as the unit 
of analysis) and its characteristics. A ‘practice’, through a social practice theory perspective, 
is a habitual and routinised type of behaviour “in which bodies are moved, objects are 
handled, subjects are treated, things are described and the world is understood” (Reckwitz 
2002: 250). Examples include cooking, washing, cleaning, and hosting. Gram-Hanssen’s 
(2011) practice theory framework for empirical studies of household energy was used. The 
framework is based on four elements, all of which interact to shape our practices: (1) 
technology (physical surroundings); (2) engagements (associated meanings contributing to 
(not) undertaking a practice); (3) know-how and embodied habits (practical understanding); 



and (4) institutionalised knowledge and explicit rules (less intuitive explicit guidance). A 
change (e.g. in technology) to one of the elements has the potential to destabilise or destroy 
existing practices as well as create new practices. 
 
In response to the Passivhaus technologies, some residents showed a (un)conscious 
willingness to refine practices (relating to temperature regulation) either to ease the worry of 
unfamiliar technologies (e.g. “how will I keep warm without radiators?”; “how do I use a 
ventilation system?”) and/or to gain the benefits offered by their new residence (e.g. more 
bedrooms; rural location; independence from parents) which they assumed would be lost if 
they did not engage (e.g. with the handover tour or information sessions). Social expectations 
were pivotal in constructing both the concerns. The households that adapted most quickly to 
their new technological surroundings were heavily influenced by these two concerns. 
 
Practical understanding was pivotal in learning new skills and adapting practices to new 
material surroundings. This was partly due to minimal and contradictory institutional 
guidance from the housing association and other deemed ‘experts’ leading to households 
“working it out” for themselves since “they [experts] don’t know any more than us”. 
Consequently, misinterpretation was common as understanding was reliant on past 
technological experience (e.g. assuming external blinds are for privacy, not controlling solar 
gain; operating the ventilation system on the assumption that it works in same way as their 
past central heating system). Technological provision thus did certainly not yield the linear 
predictable outcomes that were assumed during design and planning. 
 
Technology is not a magic bullet solution: there are no guarantees. In support of the elements 
framework (Gram-Hanssen, 2011), this research shows technology to only be a facilitator in 
how it provides scope for certain options. It is through the provision of options that 
technology could also act as steer. This said, residents are not wholly rational, hence often 
still find ways to do the ‘unexpected’. For example, turning the hot water on so that 
homemade bread can be placed on top of the hot water tank for 45 minutes to help it rise 
(‘proofing’). Also, despite acknowledging that their solar thermal system provides free hot 
water at certain times of day, no resident changed showering/bathing times. Practices are the 
root cause of such unexpected outcomes, and are what require further research if we are to 
understand the true carbon implications of technological provision. 
 
Passivhaus research is largely technically based, with little user research conducted, as is 
demonstrated by overly technical building user guides. Passivhaus has yet to be examined 
through a practices lens, or even UK occupant perspective. Feedback to researchers, 
designers and policy-makers is essential for technological design to enable energy savings. 
By creating an evidence base that demonstrates technology is not a definitive solution - but is 
instead part of a package of factors that can push/pull residents in more/less carbon intensive 
directions - more viable solutions can be sought in reducing residential emissions. 
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